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Introduction

These short directions get you started with the use of the Audio-
Video-Trainer AVT 7000 III.
The AVT 7000 III is a gear that was develloped to improve the co-
operation between the hemispheres of the individual’s brain. By
involving reciprocally both halves of the brain, the mental proccesses
of sensory signals can be improved durably.
During the training the auditive and visual sensory organs and the
central perception will be involved. Therefore you hear speech –
from a CD or your own voice transmitted by a microphone –,
sounds, music and a noise signal throughwith headphones. The
auditive signals will move permanently around your head by changing
from one side to the other. The brain is “forced“ to put together all
the sensory signals  from both sides to perceive all provided
information. Through this trick, the co-ordination will be improved.
This mental work is quite important for the central perception.
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E  Fading in the noise signal

Turn the knob Noise to the right until the noise level shows the desired
loudness.
In order to fade out the noise signal simply, turn the knob to the left
side.

F  Switching on the consonant enhancement (Hidyn)

Press the grey button Hidyn. The consonant enhancement
especially supports the user’s ability to distinguish critical
consonants. Through an intelligent curcuitry the incoming sound
sources are evaluated and modified in such a way that critical
consonants are perceived more intensely by far.
If the consonant enhancement is swiched on, the green pilot lamp
above the key will light up.

G Choosing between mono and stereo-output

Press the grey button Mono/Stereo.
• If the function stereo is chosen, the pilot lamp above the button

lights up. This function has to be used for CDs which are recorded
in dummy head stereophony. Most MediTECH-CDs are produced
with this technique. These CDs give you an impression that is
quite close to the hearing process of the human ears.

• If the function mono is chosen, the pilot lamp does not light up.
Use this function for regular stereo CDs.
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Security directions

The AVT 7000 III has been designed in order to improve the perception
of the human brain. This will be accomplished by providing sensory
signals and sounds changing from ear to ear. It is not permitted to
use this gear for other purposes and through other means.
While using the AVT 7000 III, please follow these directions:

Attention! Do not use the gear in a room where burnable  gas
could be mixed with fresh air or anesthetic gas.
Attention! Clean the AVT 7000 III before you use it. To do so,
simply use a mild detergent and observe its corresponding
directions.
Attention! Keep the AVT 7000 III away from ultra sound bathes,
water and chemical detergents such as alcohol.
Attention! Make sure that none of the cables will be pulled out
of the gear.The sockets and the cables could be damaged.
Attention! Only use the AVT 7000 III in dry rooms.
Attention! Please use just the extra equipment that will be
recommended by MediTECH. These components have been
especially developped for the training with a lateral-trainer like
the Audio-Video-Trainer and correspond with the legal terms
for medical products.
Attention! For security purposes, ensure that the trainee keeps
a distance of 1,5 meters from the CD-Player and the AVT 7000
III . Make sure that a child will not be able to train with the gear
without a supervisor.
Attention! The AVT 7000 III only runs on 230 V. Therefore you
must ensure a power source of this type, else the AVT 7000 III
may be harmed.
Important hint: MediTECH will not take any garanty or liability
for actions that do not correspond to these security directions
and the directions described in this document.
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B  Changing of the transfer rate

Turn the knob Transfer until you adjusted the transfer rate to a level
comfortable to the user.
• If you turn the knob to the left, you slow the rate down.
• If you turn the knob to the right, you enhance the rate.

C  Changing of the left-right-balance

Turn the knob Balance in order to change the balance:
• of the auditive holding times respectively
• of the glasses opening times for both glasses.
Turn the knob until the white line points to
the middle of the marking to choose an
equal balance between the two sensory
signals. If the user does not have a
periphere hearing disorder, this is the
standard setting.

D  Changing of the volumes

You can change the volumes of each
microphones and the headphones volume
separately .
Vol. Mic. 1 --> microphone 1
Vol. Mic. 2 --> microphone 2
Volume --> headphones volume
Turn the knob until the volumes are adjusted comfortably. The user
should hear the sounds and speech just well enough.
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Glance at the AVT 7000 III

Here you see all the outside elements of the AVT 7000 III.
View at the gear’s control panels and compare the elements with
the graphics below..

Front View: Operation Area

Back View: Connection Area (Sockets)

microphone 1

microphone 2

headphones 1

headphones 2

special glasses control

CD-player
(audio-input)

power lead

power key

special glasses

auditive transfer visual balance

visual transfer

video-area

volume of microphone 1

volume of microphone 2

volume (output)

volume of noise

pilot lamp high dynamic

choice high dynamic

pilot lamp
mono-stereo-changing

mono-stereo-changing

pilot lamp Power

auditive balance

audio-area

Glance at the AVT 7000 III
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Short-directions for use:
Audio-Video-Trainer AVT 7000 III

These directions give you a short information on how to use the AVT
7000 III. It shall enable you to „understand“ the functions of the gear
fast and easy.
Insert the plugs of the relevant components like headphones, special
glasses and microphones into their corresponding sockets on the
back side of the gear. Please look at the gear’s glance (page 4).
Connect the CD-player with the AVT 7000 III by using the special
cable provided by MediTECH. Otherwise input such as music or
digital speech will not be possible.
• Insert the blue and grey plug into

the grey Line In socket at the AVT
7000 III.

• Insert the cinch plugs into their
sockets at your CD-player.

If your CD-player does not have a cinch-line out, you additionally
need a connecting cable which you also can buy at MediTECH or at
any electronic merchandiser.

A  Turning on the AVT 7000 III (back view)

1. Insert  the special plug of the power lead into the gear’s socket
(underneath the power key). Insert the other plug into a regular
power source of of 230 V.

Attention! The AVT 7000 III runs on 230 V only. Please ensure
that your power source provides this voltage.

2. Adjust the power key ON/OFF into the position ON.

After a few seconds the green pilot lamp Power on the front side of
the gear will light up. The AVT 7000 III will be ready for training.
During the following adjusting actions, it will be useful to put on the
headphones and/or the special glasses. Then you are able to control
the alternations directly.
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